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Tackling our global climate crisis requires much more
than reducing our carbon emissions. Our calamitously
hothouse earth is just a symptom of the much deeper
crisis we must face: a crisis of conscience and of
consciousness. To survive it, we must be willing to
interrogate and overhaul the social, political, and
economic systems that got us into this mess in the first
place. This means radically rethinking every aspect of
our daily lives. And we need to do it fast. 7 Ways to
Climate Consciousness offers a framework to support
this transformation, not only by changing our behaviours
and actions, but more importantly, by confronting the
underlying beliefs and values that drive them.

7 Ways in 7 Days. Humans are creatures of habit. That’s
why making change is often so hard. 7 Ways in 7 Days
supports the transformation of consciousness by
breaking down the process into more manageable, bite
sized pieces. It invites focused contemplation on just one
way per day. Make one kind of change every day of the
week. Make it on the same day each week. Over time,
daily actions and attitudes that once seemed impossible
will become your new normal. You may turn around one
day to find you have adopted them across the board. If
not, then make a point of doing so. Remember, 7 Ways
in 7 Days is intended as a starting point – not an end in
itself – in the transition to climate consciousness.

THANK-YOU THURSDAY: QUIT CONSUMERISM
Why does it matter? We never have enough and we
never are enough and the only way to fill the void is
with more and more stuff. This is the con of consumer
capitalism. And we are hooked. With our insatiable
appetites demanding to be fed, we continue to ravage
Earth’s resources, eating ourselves to death. Thank-you
Thursday supports us to quit consumerism by filling up
on the satisfaction of feeling and expressing gratitude
instead. Receiving the gratitude and appreciation of
others fills us up too. Turns out we do have enough.
We are enough. And no longer hungry for more.

What can you do? Create rituals of thanks in which you
share what or who you are grateful for this week. If it’s
a person, let them know. If you need inspiration, stand
out in nature awhile. Cultivate gratitude among kids by
having them giving thanks for a favourite toy of the
moment and then briefly swap toys to nurture a
sharing mindset. Use Thursdays as your training
ground. If you find you need to buy something, choose
not to. Try to make do with what you have and fill up
on the sense of satisfaction that brings.

MEAT-FREE MONDAY: REDUCE YOUR IMPACT

FEELING-IT FRIDAY: CONNECT

Why does it matter? It is unreasonable to expect
consumers to shoulder responsibility for climate
change. It is also unrealistic to imagine that our
consumer choices alone make any meaningful
difference. Nevertheless, our planet’s finite resources
are fast running out and the affluent West has
consumed much more than its fair share. Simply put:
we must reduce our impact by cutting our
consumption of Earth’s energy and resources.
Industrialised agriculture produces emissions as high as
the entire global transport industry. It is also the chief
cause of wildlife extinction through habitat loss.
This makes dietary change a great place to start.

Why does it matter? Many of us have been taught to
value reason over emotion and to dismiss, judge, and
manage our feelings. But unacknowledged, our
feelings are more likely managing us, the unconscious
drivers of our thoughts, beliefs, and actions. Chief
amongst them is fear. Fear turns our heads the other
way, buries them in the sand, fills them with despair.
Fear makes us misrecognise abundance as scarcity
which prevents us from being able to genuinely care
about anyone or anything other than ourselves.
Learning to recognise and reconcile our fears and
feelings is therefore vital activist work for change.

What can you do? A sustainable food industry for
people and planet hinges on reducing global meat
consumption by up to 90% in affluent Western
countries. Making Mondays meat-free is a great first
step in reducing your personal impact. If you usually
eat meat, eat vegetarian for the day. If you’re
vegetarian, eat vegan. If you’re vegan, try a new recipe,
invite non-vegan friends for a meal, or eat out to
support a local vegetarian business. Do a lifestyle audit
to identify and understand all your domestic
consumption patterns. Explore other ways to reduce
your impact by cutting your energy needs.

What can you do? Engage in practices that support
you to connect and to feel your feelings – about
yourself, one another, the state of the world. Feel them
in your body. Go outside. Feel the earth. Invent games
to support children’s knowing and naming of feelings.
Have them share a rose (something positive), a thorn
(something painful) or a banana peel (something
funny). Create community rituals to connect over
shared fears about our dying world. Mourn fully.
Grieve deeply. Express your anger, fear, despair, and
feel them shift. Harness their power to fuel new action.

TRANSPORT TUESDAY: QUESTION CONVENIENCE

SPREAD-THE-WORD SATURDAY: USE YOUR VOICE

Why does it matter? Many of our daily choices are
determined by convenience: how to travel (whatever’s
quickest), what to eat (whatever’s easiest), and what to
buy (whatever’s cheapest). We privilege what is
personally best for us in the short term with little
concern for the long term impact of our choices on our
bodies and psyches or the wider implications for other
people or the planet. Transport Tuesday challenges us
to ask ethical questions about the concept of
convenience and its consequences. Convenient for
whom? To what end? Convenient at what price?
And at whose expense?

Why does it matter? As individuals, we must embrace
major lifestyle change. As citizens, we must also exert
pressure on our governments to legislate for radical
policy change on climate. History suggests that
nonviolent civil disobedience has a good chance of
achieving that end. But it also teaches us the
limitations of legal reform in affecting meaningful and
lasting social change; until we shift people’s values,
beliefs, and attitudes, nothing really changes at all. In
this sense, every personal interaction in which we use
our voices to change someone’s mind or open their
heart is also a powerful form of direct action.

What can you do? Wherever you’re going, prioritise
sustainability over convenience to determine how you
will get there. Take public transport, carpool, walk, ride a
bike. If you already use the most sustainable option,
invite someone else to join you. Interrogate the priorities
that drive your other consumer choices (eg food,
fashion, personal hygiene, cleaning). Consider the
consequences from an ethical perspective and make
choices based on what is best for people and planet.
Initially, you might think “I can’t afford to do that.” But
when you begin to question convenience, you see that,
in truth, you really can’t afford not to.

WATCH-IT WEDNESDAY: GET INFORMED

SLOW SUNDAY: REFLECT

Why does it matter? The true extent of our climate
emergency has been concealed for decades through
euphemisms, fake news, and deliberate acts of
deception perpetrated by governments and
corporations. For too long, we have been their willing
accomplices. Accurate reporting on climate is crucial to
our survival but we will only get it when we abandon
wilful ignorance and collectively decide to want to
know the truth. Every Watch-it Wednesday is an
opportunity to reaffirm this commitment to ourselves,
to be proactive about getting informed, and to develop
the critical literacy skills to discern the truth.

Why does it matter? In the multitasking,
outcome-focused rush of the day-to-day, we feel
perfectly justified in privileging self-concern. We are far
too busy to even notice, let alone to care about the
plight of our fellow humans, other species, or the
planet itself. On Slow Sunday, we refuse the consumer
capitalist obsession with speed. In this sense, we are
performing a symbolic act of resistance. More
importantly, slowing down supports the awakening of
our awareness. Going slow creates time to notice and
reflect, to make sense of what we see, to care about it,
and to remember to remain awake.

What can you do? Choose a climate-related topic you
want to learn about and watch (or read) something to
get you started. How deep you go is up to you and may
vary from week to week. It could be anything from
watching an online video while you brush your teeth to
screening a feature length documentary for friends.
Think expansively about the range of topics to explore.
Alongside climate science, there are important ethical,
economic, social, political, philosophical, and
psychological perspectives to understand. Access
information from a range of sources, including by
attending lectures, workshops, and public meetings.

What can you do? Lead the way to climate
consciousness by enthusiastically sharing the story of
your own personal process of transformation. Talk
about it, blog about it, take a selfie, make a movie,
post to socials, send a text. Share your experiences
with the 7 ways online community and inspire others
outside your immediate circle. Support climate
activism. You can do this by attending rallies, signing
petitions, joining blockades, running campaigns, and
even by making art. Find a way that speaks to you and
lend your voice to the mass movement for change.

What can you do? Stop and take stock. Reflect on the
week just passed. What have you learned? What have
you felt? What have you done? What have you
changed? What more are you ready for? Hatch some
plans for the week ahead. But remember, reflection is
not the same as problem solving or planning. Beware
turning this into one more task on your to-do list.
Try embodied reflective practices such as meditation,
gardening, painting and dance. These are especially
good for getting out of our heads and connecting with
the attitudes and emotions underlying our beliefs,
behaviours and actions.

Find out more & join the 7 Ways online community climate7.com ©2019 Rachel Forgasz

